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Reconciliation Through Collective Impact Place-Based Strategies

Traditional Mother's Day Pow Wow at Britannia . Photo credit Britany Quinn. See page nine for
more
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The Youth Matters
Pledge of Support
for Community
Accountability
The purpose of the Youth Matters
Community Accountability pledge is to
support the goal of parents, children,
elders and youth to be meaningfully
included in decisions about themselves
and their community. As organizations,
institutions, professionals, and residents
in the city of Vancouver, we believe that
children, youth and families in the Inner
City have a right to safe nurturing and
healthy environment that promotes
optimal growth and development
In concurrence with the Healthy City
Strategy and the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, we support
the goal of working together to develop
and implement and community
accountability process based on
principles of accountability,
engagement, inclusivity and being placebased as outlined in the pledge.
The pledge has already been signed by
the City of Vancouver, the Vancouver
Park Board, the Vancouver Public
Library, the Vancouver Police
Department, the First Nations Health
Council, the Representative for Children
and Youth , the Congress of Aboriginal
Peoples, The First Nations Summit,

The North West Indigenous Council, and the British
Columbia Government Employees Union.
On June 15th Frog Hollow and the Inner City Safety
Society are set to sign the Pledge at Reconciliation in
Action: Where Change Happens at Strathcona
Community Centre.
Another Pledge Signing Ceremony for resident-based
groups is scheduled for Reconciliation in Action: Drive
the Change Event at Britannia Community Centre on
September 25th.
For further information please contact:
Judy McGuire
judemcguire@telus.net
604.257.6949
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EPIC - Elders Participating in Community:
Community-based Research Project Currently
Underway!
The goal of EPIC is to engage diverse seniors in the inner
city through an inclusive, place-based approach with two
key objectives: first, to increase access to needed services
and supports for seniors; and second, to empower seniors
to become more active participants in caring for
themselves, acquiring knowledge of the resources
available to them, and augmenting their role in deciding
how they will receive services and engage in their
community. EPIC is one part of the OUR PLACE prenatal
to eldercare continuum of strategies.
Why EPIC? While the Inner City of Vancouver has a higher
percentage of seniors compared to the city as a whole, they
have not been adequately reflected in local mainstream
community spaces and institutions. Indigenous Elders, in
particular, remain largely absent from these places and are
not a part of important community conversations.
About the Research Project: The recently launched Elders
Inclusion Research Project aims to inform the work of EPIC
by generating new understandings and insight around the
unique realities, perceptions and aspirations of marginalized
seniors in the inner city by employing a participatory,
community-based research (CBR) approach. CBR
encourages research processes to be guided by community
members and for organizational interests to be tied to
community-defined issues and priorities.

This research project is a collaboration
between the ALIVE Society (Aboriginal Life in
Vancouver Enhancement), NICCSS (Network
of Inner City Community Services Society)
and Vancouver Community College, and is
funded through the Urban Aboriginal
Knowledge Network. It aims to identify and
understand the help-seeking patterns of
Indigenous and Non-Indigenous seniors
Over the summer a series of sharing circles, seniors and
living in the inner city and their attitudes and
elders gatherings, and interviews will take place across the perceptions toward accessing mainstream
three inner-city neighbourhoods, Strathcona, the DTES, and spaces, services and programs offered in the
Grandview-Woodland. Elders and seniors will then be
area by local community centres,
organizations and service agencies. If you
invited to a community gathering to hear and provide
feedback on the data and findings and results which will be would like to get involved or hear more
about the project please contact Research
compiled into a final report that will be shared with those
interested in reducing barriers and overcoming challenges to Coordinator Nicole Esligar:
nicole.esligar@vancouver.ca

including elders in community activities.
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Youth Matters Forum at Mount Pleasant
April 2018 Presentation Highlights
The last Quarterly Youth Matters Forum held at Mt.Pleasant Neighbourhood House in April
included a lineup of presentations from groups such as TRRUST, MCFD, VCH, the VPD, the VSB, Our
Place, and ALIVE dealing with issues relating to: 1. Youth Housing 2. Youth engaged in
problematic group activities 3. Education

Youth Housing:
Lucie Honey-Ray presented an overview of the 2017 TRRUST report, "Surviving or Thriving?
Avoiding youth transitioning from care to homelessness in Vancouver" which reviewed housing
options for youth ageing out of care, analyzing key challenges they face, and providing a
summary of housing models to inform setting priorities going forward.
Mary Dowdell presented on Vancouver Coastal Health's Continuum of Youth and Addiction
Services, many of which are delivered in partnership with MCFD and other community
organizations. These include the Youth Haven, Peak House, and Directions Youth Detox, as well
as a newly created Youth Integrated Case Management Team at VCH which seeks to work in
concert with service agencies to provide the best care for youth as one team.
Kate Hodgson spoke about Stamps Place, which initially focused on providing housing for
underage parents and aims to give stabilized youth the opportunity to remain as permanent
residents. Currently, there is potential to create as many as 200 new units for families, youth,
and seniors as part of the Ray-Cam Renewal. Scott Clark then discussed the pursuit of youth
housing at Reach, as well as youth housing and supports at the Sunnyhill Hospital site.

Education:
Education: Linda Hughes, of RCY, outlined some of the challenges facing youth-in-care in the
education system, Jessica Land from the VSB presented data on absenteeism at inner-city
schools, Erin Grant presented Our Place’s Graduation Strategy, and Chas Desjarlais the VSB
Aboriginal District Principal shared information about the District's Aboriginal Enhancement
Strategy
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Poverty Reduction Community Discussions
On March 28 2018, Ray-Cam hosted a Poverty Reduction Community Forum to inform the BC
Poverty Reduction Strategy. 50% of participants were Indigenous and several were immigrants to
Canada from China. All live in subsidized housing and are either low-income or living below the
poverty line. We asked them about the issues facing them and people living in poverty, and what
would address those issues. Here’s what they had to say:

What are the issues facing you and people living in
poverty right now?
Work and Education:
Limited access to affordable childcare makes education very difficult; and without a high-school
diploma or any post-secondary training, it is almost impossible to get a job that pays a living
wage. It is cheaper to remain on welfare and take care of one's own children, though this does
nothing to improve one’s long-term economic prospects. Many of the women in our group
desired to further their education but could not afford to. Some don’t have access to student
loans due to bad credit. Others have lost welfare benefits after receiving student loans even
though they still did not have enough to make ends meet.
Housing, Transportation, and Food:
Subsidized housing exposes families to bed bugs, drug paraphernalia including needles, and
condoms from sex work while imposing upon them behavioural rules and regulations that restrict
freedom and self-determination. The cost of food is constantly rising, out of step with assistance
rates, and food banks and other programs have to step into this vacuum to help these women
feed their families in between cheque days. The cost of monthly bus-passes is prohibitively high
and the cost to rent in Vancouver is constantly rising, leaving many people in our economy
permanently left behind.
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What are the issues facing you and people living in
poverty right now?
Assistance and Cost of Child Care:
The rising cost of living is more and more out of step with assistance rates and services are difficult
to access and to navigate. Most participants required one to one assistance to access and qualify
for child subsidy. If you do not qualify for a subsidy, affording child care is impossible, and even if
you do, the rates do not provide for necessities like clothes and diapers. Welfare, child tax, and
child subsidy even together are not enough to break the cycle of poverty.
Mental Health, Poverty, and Racial Prejudice:
The effects of poverty take a mental toll. They feel "destined to fail", trapped in a cycle of poverty
as adults that they grew up in as children, while mental health struggles make the challenges of
poverty harder to bear. Additionally, our participants reported feeling uncomfortable in public, like
they were judged disapprovingly. Indigenous mothers face constant stigma and racism. They are
labelled bad parents when their children misbehave though the behaviour would be tolerated of
children who were white and not impoverished and disadvantaged.

As one can see, the separate challenges
facing those trapped in a cycle of poverty
are interconnected, mutually reinforcing
and harmful.

What should be done?
We asked our group what would address these issues
and help them or others out of poverty. We received
many practical and innovative solutions from them
including a cap on rent increases which reflects upon
income, price control for food products, a minimum
wage that is a living wage, easier access to mental
health services coupled with a professional
understanding of intergenerational trauma and its
present-day impact upon indigenous parents' mental
health.

Top 3 Recurring Answers
1. Free / Affordable PostSecondary Education
2. Free / Affordable Childcare
3. Free / Affordable Transit
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Grandview-Woodland
Community
Resilience Strategy
The Grandview-Woodland Neighbourhood
Resilience Strategy is part of the City of
Vancouver’s Disaster Support Hub initiative.
The 18-month project will enable the
development, pilot, and scaled launch of a
Resilient Neighbourhoods Program that
responds to the recommendations from local
citizens, gathered through exercises,
workshops, and emergency preparedness
events in 4 selected neighbourhoods.
Britannia as the Grandview-Woodland
Anchor Organization has been working to
mobilize neighbourhood networks and
resources in the conversation around
Resilience, and facilitate connections, plans,
exercises, and capacity-building investments
with support from City staff.

Each Anchor Organization has received
$50,000.00 to support the
development of 5 core deliverables as
part of the Resilient Neighbourhood
Program:
• Co-creation of Neighbourhood
Resilience Action Plans
• Training and exercises to build
community capacity and connections
• An information sharing platform
• Social and physical asset mapping
• Toolkits and resources for community
facilities to serve as Disaster Support
Hubs

For more information contact Lindsay
Grant lindsay.grant@vancouver.ca

Britannia will receive an additional $10,000.00 to build and implement
solar panels on the roof of their Thingery shipping container at the
corner of Charles Street and McLean Drive
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Our Place, Our Voice, Our Path
On May 4th, 2018, The Our Place Community Governance and Leadership Forum was held
at Creekside Community Centre to explore alternative approaches to community governance that
have been put in place in different localities. A series of community experts shared their knowledge
and experience before break-away groups formed to dialogue on some of the key issues.

Community Resource Boards
Michael Clague, a retired community centre
director and recipient of the Order of
Canada for community service, spoke about
BC’s history with Community Resource
Boards. These boards allocated grants and
non-statutory services under the rubric of
decentralization, integration, and local
accountability. He went on to say that CRBs
can be utilized to re-seed democracy at the
community level. Former City Councilor
Marguerite Ford further expanded on how
the resource board system influenced
service delivery and how communities
interacted with decision making. Bob
Williams, who was part of the NDP
Resilience and Engagement
Government which instituted the boards,
Former BC Premier and Vancouver Mayor Mike
then stressed the need for Vancouver
Harcourt presented an overview of the
residents to shake up our current system
committee’s Restless Communities to Resilient Places and band together to tackle the affordability
report, relating it to community governance,
crisis which threatens so many.
sustainability principles, and good citizen
engagement. Katie McPherson, Chief Resilience
Officer for the City of Vancouver, shared her
observations on the role of community governance
and resident involvement in building a resilient
community, contextualizing this within the
likelihood that Vancouver will face a severe
earthquake within the next 5-10 years.
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Our Place, Our Voice, Our Path - Continued
Office of Neighbourhood Involvement
Pete Fry of Our Place then presented on the
Office of Neighbourhoods model which was
developed in Portland where he spent time to
research this model in practice. Portland’s City
Hall features an Office of Neighbourhood
Involvement right on the main floor where
neighbourhood representatives can meet liaise
with the city, and development, as well as host
and hear from their constituents. Developers
in Portland must go through the
neighbourhood organizations before being
approved. The Office of Neighbourhood
Involvement then led to the development of a
District Planning Organization and a
Neighbourhood Planning Organization. These
structures now lead the way in crime
prevention, community policing, and the city’s
disability programs.

Hybrid Models and the Vancouver Context
A hybrid approach, combining the strengths of the Community Resource Boards and the
Neighbourhood Office models was then discussed before break-away groups were formed to
tackle some key issues through the lens of new systems of community governance. The topics
were: Best Practices for Children and Families; Poverty and the Future of Work; Urban Planning
and Land Use; and Urban Indigenous Inclusion and Representation. The last being a key issue
given the gap between our urban indigenous population and formal representation and political
inclusion which exists due to the outdated and out-moded mechanisms of the 19th century
Indian Act. This will be one of the most important issues we must deal with as we seek to
transform our systems of community governance.
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Indigenous Genealogy Pilot Project
Following a recent Vancouver Public Library
session called "Explore Your Roots:
Researching Indigenous Genealogy", Our
Place, ALIVE, the North West Indigenous
Council and others have expressed interest in
pursuing a pilot project to connect, educate
and provide access to Indigenous genealogy
resources (and upgrading of these resources)
to local communities in a user friendly
environment such as neighbourhood VPL
Branches. After the first Explore Your Roots
workshops it was evident that this resource
could be vital and life-changing, particularly for
the many Indigenous people who do not know
their Indigenous genealogy and need help to
trace and document it. Since this first session,
VPL librarian Ariel Caldwell has continued to
develop workshop content, incorporating
community feedback, and has delivered
sessions for different groups including Youth
Workers who work with Indigenous youth and
families. Feedback has been very positive.
Next steps: Our Place, ALIVE, and the North
West Indigenous Council are now looking to
secure resources to develop a public
grassroots program that would teach users
how to research and access historical data
collections to help facilitate their identification
of ancestry and Indigenous Community
connections, which have been lost through the
colonization process, residential schools, and
the Indian Act imposed systems. An additional
component would integrate supports to help
community members use this information and
make connections. Support would come from
Indigenous organizations to users e.g. using the
information to complete government
applications processes for INAC registries, for
making the connection with birth parents,
ancestral communities etc.

Why is this so important?
In BC around 80% of Indigenous people live
off-reserve.The perception of Indigenous
identity can be complex with legal implications
that impact Indigenous peoples and their
inherent rights in far-reaching ways. Indigenous
peoples in Canada self-identify but then are
subject to definitions of the State and
legislation, having to negotiate two sets of
definitions which operate on parallel and often
conflicting paths. One is based in law and state
regulations, the other in ancestry, family
tradition and community. This project has the
potential to help address the inherent rights of
the many vulnerable off-reserve and urban
Indigenous people currently not part of the
Indian Act registrations system therefore not
benefiting from programs and supports that
could improve their ability to prosper and thrive.
Moving forward it is also instrumental in
supporting their inclusion in conversations
around Indigenous nation-building, identity and
citizenship as the current government has
signaled its intention to move beyond the Indian
Act toward nation to nation relations.
For more information or if you would like to get
involved contact Carole Brown
carolebrown@live.ca
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Traditional Mother’s Day
Pow Wow Returns to
East Vancouver After 10
Year Absence
The first Mother's Day Pow Wow in 10 years
was held on May 13th at Britannia
Secondary School. The full-day event served
to honour and uplift women and life-givers in
the community and provide an inclusive
opportunity for urban Indigenous people and
others to come to gather in celebration of
their cultures and their communities. Owing
to a strong and dedicated committee and
support from Britannia Community Centre
staff and volunteers the event was a great
success! As many of the committee
members have also been involved in the
recent Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Women and Girls (MMIWG) Inquiry Hearings
in Vancouver, it was seen as particularly
important and timely to host this event to
honour women.

Launched in 1984, the East Vancouver
Mother’s Day Pow Wow was a fixture in
Vancouver’s urban Indigenous community for
24 years. Run with support from community
volunteers, the Cedar Cottage Neighbourhood
House, and the City of Vancouver, the event
grew from small family night gatherings to a
three day event attended by thousands.
Although the event was of particular importance
to people from the urban Indigenous community
in Vancouver, it also drew crowds from across
the province and across the country. The last
Mother’s Day Pow Wow was held in 2008. This
was due to a number of factors including the
closure of Trout Lake Community Centre for
renovations. In 2018 a committee of volunteers
from the Indigenous community came together
to bring it back and secure its legacy into the
future.

Photo credit: Britany Quinn
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In The Works: Inner City Youth Engagement
Forum
The Our Place-Youth Matters team will be working to cocreate an inner city forum on youth engagement at Britannia
Community Centre in mid-September. We know that social
inclusion of youth in Vancouver is major issue impacting one's
sense of identity and place. We hear so much about how
youth are minimally engaged in decisions that impact their
lives and we have to work smarter to ensure youth
engagement becomes sustainable and meaningful.
Our Place continues to host the quarterly Youth Matter
meetings in Vancouver's inner city and we have done several
specific forums with youth outreach workers and several
other folks connected with resident based organizations.
While numerous actions are in a process we have now just
begun to develop the planning co-creative committee to make
this event successful.
Our goal is to restructure the existing systems of all levels of
government and realign the systems to ensure we are an
engaging youth in decision making positions at key points of
community development which builds one's sense of inclusion
and reflect the needs and aspirations of young peoples in the
inner city neighbourhood.
Key questions we are considering, what's working now and
how can we incorporate this into a new model. What role do
public schools, libraries, neighbourhood houses, community
centres, police and local non-profit organizations have to
support youth engagement How can we create opportunities
in all our public institutions that support youth in their
neighbourhood?
We recognize that children, youth and families grow up in
communities, not programs. Youth face so many new
challenges and we need to be innovative in how we work
together to build a long-term sustainable youth engagement
which creates a real choice to succeed. If you want to
participate in the planning process for the youth governance
forum please contact Chris Tait at facilitait@gmail.com

Photo credit: Chris Tait
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VPL Showcases Indigenous Classification
System
In honour of National Indigenous Peoples Month, the
library is celebrating and highlighting the Brian Deer
Classification System, just one of many Indigenous
systems. Brian Deer is a Kahnawake Mohawk scholar who
was in charge of organizing the National Indian
Brotherhood’s materials in the 70s. The rigid categories of
the North American systems wouldn’t work very well for
the info he had to organize, so he created another system.
In libraries today, information is organized through either
the Dewey Decimal System or the Library of Congress
System. These systems are based on universal categories
that any given book must fit into, like science, language, or
mathematics. While the abstract nature of these categories
is useful for putting every type of book one could imagine
into a defined place, it can also needlessly scatter types of
knowledge that are land-based, local, or alternative to the
dominant ways of looking at the world, across many
categories. For example, public libraries put science books
in the 500s, ethnobotany (the study of local plants) in the
581s. It doesn’t matter which land those plants live on,
they all sit together on the shelf in Dewey’s order.
The BDC is based on relationships rather than distinct
categories. It’s put to use at UBC’s Xwi7xwa Library, where
books about Musqueam language, culture and history are
shelved together, rather than split up into the 400s
(language) and the 900s (history). This shows another
problem with Dewey and the Library of Congress: those
systems often put cultural information into “history” rather
than acknowledging the ongoing and very much alive
nature of culture.

VPL Librarian, Ariel Caldwell and
Britannia Branch Library's Brian
Deer Display
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Upcoming Dates
Our Place
Website: ourplace-vancouver.ca
Phone: 604 257 6949

Aboriginal Life in
Vancouver Enhancement
Society (ALIVE)
Website: alivesociety.ca
Email Address: info@alivesociety.ca
Phone: 604 417 0327

July 4th: Federal Policy Youth
Event at Ray-Cam
Mid-September TBA: Inner City
Youth Gathering at Britannia
September 25th:
EPIC Elders
Reconciliation in Action
Youth Matters
All at Britannia
End of September TBA: Municipal
Election All Candidates Forum
October TBA: Circle of the Child
Forum

Ray-Cam Cooperative
Community Centre
920 E Hastings St
Vancouver British Columbia
V6A 3T1
Website: alivesociety.ca
Phone: 604 257 6949

Next
Reconciliation in
Action and Youth
Matters
September 25th
at Britannia!

